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Richard Parker – What
prepared me for Civvy
Street?

How do you demonstrate the board’s
commitment to health and safety?

Many organisations struggle to translate health and safety
into tangible actions and values by failing to ask the correct
questions from their management team or not reviewing
safety objectives and outcomes. 

One way this is identified is by not challenging dialogue
about the development of safety therefore, not creating
safety excellence throughout the organisation.

The boardroom sets the safety tone for any commercial setting
Health and safety at work applies to organisations of all sizes. It is the
job of senior managers to ensure health and safety remains at the top
of the agenda, rolling out systems that are effectively implemented and
robustly maintained. It’s about being able to demonstrate leadership of
health and safety governance and to ensure organisations maximise
their performance and lead beyond mere compliance. 

4 Steps to processing safety in the boardroom
Health and safety risk management is increasingly being seen as a
boardroom governance function. Guidance from the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and the Institute of Directors states that “the board
should integrate health and safety into the main governance structures”.

1 A good process safety culture requires a positive, trusting and open
environment.

2 There is no such thing as a perfect health and safety procedure, so
you should regularly and thoroughly evaluate your safety culture
and performance.

3 Communication is the basis of good business. If a process safety
policy is important, let people know why.

4 Making profit is important, but safety is crucial. After all, a process
will be further delayed by an avoidable accident.

The HSE publishes annual statistics on health and safety in Great Britain. The
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is Britain’s national regulator for workplace
health and safety. The HSE aim to prevent work-related death, injury and ill health
through regulatory actions that range from influencing behaviours across whole
industry sectors through to targeted interventions on individual businesses.

Key figures for Great Britain (2017/18)
• 1.4 million working people suffering from a work-related illness
• 2,595 mesothelioma deaths due to past asbestos exposures (2016)
• 144 workers killed at work
• 555,000 injuries occurred at work according to the Labour Force Survey
• 71,062 injuries to employees reported under RIDDOR
• 30.7 million working days lost due to work-related illness and workplace injury
• £15 billion estimated cost of injuries and ill health from current working

conditions (2016/17)

Health and safety protections, and your duties to protect the health and safety of
people, will not change with Brexit. Whatever deal the UK leaves the EU with, or in the
event of no-deal, HSE’s approach to regulation is to preserve the UK’s high standards
in health and safety and to continue to protect people and the environment.

Health and safety statistics for 2018

If twenty-two and a half years
in the forces taught me
anything, it was about the
importance of preparation.
Now as a trainer for RISK, I try
and explain that preparation is
the difference between success
and failure in exams.
Richard Parker – Warrant Officer Class
Two (QMSI), Corps of Royal Engineers
I served twenty two and a half years in the
Corps of Royal Engineers, finishing my
distinguished career as a Warrant Officer
Class Two (QMSI). I finally left the army in
1997 following my final tour as a Permanent
Staff Instructor (PSI) with a Territorial Army
Royal Engineers Field Squadron (V).

The forces taught me to be prepared, so
I prepared for Civvy Street
I think the thing which helped me most when
coming to terms with leaving the forces was
that I knew exactly when my contract with the
military would come to an end. Understanding
I would be leaving meant I had to think about
what I wanted to do after the army. I used this
to my advantage and prepared myself as
much as I possibly could. I enrolled at a
civilian college and gaining a management
and a teaching qualification which I knew
would be recognised in ‘Civvy Street’. 

144 workers
killed at work

30.7
MILLION

NEBOSH is one of the most respected and
sought after qualifications for employers in
the health and safety sector. This doesn’t
mean to say the job prospects are limited to
Health and Safety. 70% of people taking the
NEBOSH Certificates are working in a broad
range of job roles where health and safety is
not their main responsibility. 

Here are a few of the most common jobs
where NEBOSH is required.
NEBOSH provides a basis for health and safety
and is an ideal starting point to build on in your
career. There are a number of opportunities
available to you after you’re NEBOSH qualified.

• Health and Safety Adviser/Officer
• Fire Safety Officer
• Risk Assessor
• Quality and Safety Engineer
• Warehouse Manager
• Site Supervisor
• Construction Site Manager

Job opportunities for NEBOSH Certificate
holders pay better. 
Research on 100 job adverts carried out in 2017
demonstrated that “90% of the job advertisements
for safety, health and environmental (SHE) roles
reviewed, specified one or more NEBOSH
qualifications; up from 83% last year (2016).” 

What jobs can I do after
getting a NEBOSH qualification?

30.7M working days
lost due to work

related injury

1.4m working people
suffering from work

related illness

71,062 injuries to
employees reported

under Riddor
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Is the NEBOSH General Certificate Course hard to pass?

Pros and Cons of NEBOSH Leading health & safety at work

Stuart’s new employer, Redwood
Contractors, sent him on the SMSTS
course because primarily his role
involves looking after the Health and
Safety in their construction projects.

Redwood Contractors committed to
Health & Safety and investing in SMSTS
Redwood Contractors specialise in office
refurbishment across the West End and The
City and have extensive experience in
commercial and industrial refurbishment
outside the M25. As a responsible
construction company, they are full members
of Safe Contractor and Constructionline and
place health and safety at the heart of
everything they do, and are committed to
continuously training their staff. 

Stuart’s SMSTS experience with RISK
“The recent course was very helpful and
informative, providing an insight into the correct
workings on a construction site, any potential
risks associated with necessary works and how
to avoid or combat them at source.

Dave Pettit, who was running the course,
was extremely professional and took time to
explain everything, backed up with
examples. He was happy to help with any
questions and was always encouraging, with
a good sense of humour.

I learnt a lot from this course and would have
no hesitation in recommending RISK to others.”

Stuart Wilson, Redwood Contractors

NEBOSH Pros
#1 – Career Progression
First thing you need to know, NEBOSH is THE
Professional Qualification for Health & Safety.
So if you are interested in a career in health
and safety, NEBOSH is probably the most
respected and sought after qualifications for
employers in the health and safety sector.

#2 – Increased Financial Rewards
The NEBOSH Diploma can lead to a 16%
salary boost, according to the NEBOSH Jobs
Barometer. For example, positions requiring a
candidate to be NEBOSH qualified have an
average salary of around £49,000, whilst
similar health and safety roles that don’t specify
a diploma pay in the region of £42,000.

#3 – NEBOSH is recognised by a number of
professional membership bodies
These are:
• The Institution of Occupational Safety and

Health (IOSH)
• The International Institute of Risk and Safety

Management (IIRSM)
• The Institute of Environmental Management

and Assessment (IEMA)
Whether you want to become a Health and
Safety Adviser, a Construction Site Manager, a
Fire Risk Assessor, or anything else, NEBOSH
will help get your foot in the door. However…

NEBOSH Cons
#1 – You need to study hard
NEBOSH qualifications are no walk in the park.
Many underestimate the amount of time they
take to complete, as each qualification requires
a number of self-study hours in addition to the
time you spend in the classroom. This can
mean sacrificing time in the evening and
weekends to study for your exams.

#2 – The cost of a NEBOSH qualification
NEBOSH qualifications are at the top end of the
health and safety training courses scale. The
danger is you think all course providers operate
the same way, but they don’t so choose
carefully and make sure you get the course
materials within the course fees. Ask about their
pass rates and if they have a guaranteed pass
scheme. Saving a few pounds on the course
costs could potentially limit your chances of
passing if you choose the wrong provider.

#3 – The NEBOSH Exam
You will be required to take a number of written
exams and a practical assignment. In a world
where typing and texting has replaced
handwriting, the simple act of writing for a long
period of time can be a challenge alone. RISK
have developed a unique ‘NEBOSH Fast Track’
programme, it splits the course into x3 modules
and the two exams are sat at the end of each
module. This has provided RISK with above
average pass rates since 2015.

When Project Engineer Jon Clark-Stutton was asked to go on the SMSTS course by
his company, GBE London, his concerns for the course were soon put at ease by
course Tutor Dave Pettit.

Having delivered NEBOSH courses for a couple of decades, we thought we
would share what we feel are the pros and cons of the NEBOSH
qualification. So if you are thinking about which path to take for your career,
personal development or both – hopefully you’ll find this post useful. If you own a business or you are listed as a

board member, your Health & Safety
responsibilities involve protecting the Health &
Safety of employees or members of the public
who may be affected by your activities. This is
an essential part of risk management and
whether you are a director of a large
organisation or small business, your obligations
to Health & Safety are binding. 

Organisational strategy, decision-making
processes and supply chain management
Failure to include Health & Safety as a key
business risk in board decisions can have
catastrophic results. Many high-profile safety
cases over the years have been rooted in
failures of leadership.

Health & Safety law duties of
organisations, employers and directors
Health & Safety law places duties on
organisations and employers, directors can be
personally liable when these duties are
breached: members of the board have both
collective and individual responsibility for
Health & Safety. 

By following this guidance, you will help your
organisation find the best ways to lead and
promote Health & Safety, and therefore meet
its legal obligations. 

The starting points are the following essential
principles. These principles are intended to
underpin the actions in this guidance and so
lead to good Health & Safety performance. 

The essential principles of Health & Safety
• Strong and active leadership from the top

- visible, active commitment from the board
- establishing effective ‘downward’

communication systems and
management structures

- integration of good Health & Safety
management with business decisions

• Worker involvement
- engaging the workforce in the promotion

and achievement of safe and healthy
conditions

- effective ‘upward’ communication
- providing high-quality training

• Assessment and review
identifying and managing Health & Safety risks
accessing (and following) competent advice
monitoring, reporting and reviewing
performance

Health & Safety responsibilities of board members and business owners

“Our tutor Dave was a extremely nice guy, very
easy to talk to and was very explanatory when
it come down to the lesson. The lessons were
never rushed and were well thought out and
you were always given time to go through
things if you didn’t understand or there was a
discussion to have. 

Throughout the course, I was progressively

getting worried about the end test but I have to
say that Dave did put my mind at rest. 

All in all I would say the course is well worth
doing and the end result is a respectable
qualification that is recognised on all sites
across the UK. One that is needed if you are a
site manager/supervisor.”

Jon Clark-Sutton, Project Engineer for GBE London

You do not need any prior knowledge to
complete the NEBOSH General Certificate
To put this into context, our course advisers all
have to take the NEBOSH General Certificate. I
even got Isla, my 16 year old daughter, to take
the NEBOSH General Certificate. This
demonstrates you do not need a background
within Health & Safety (although having it will
help). You just need to do the work, listen to
your course tutor and complete the homework.
Do that and you’ll pass – because NEBOSH
isn’t a qualification you can ‘wing on the day.’ 

There are no pre-requisites for the
NEBOSH General Certificate
The qualification offers an excellent
understanding of foundation health and safety
concepts, so it’s ideal for people with
responsibilities in health and safety. However,
70% of people taking the NEBOSH Certificates
are working in a broad range of job roles where
health and safety is not their main
responsibility. It provides a basis for health and
safety and is an ideal starting point to build on
in your career.

What Jon Clark-Sutton thinks of SMSTS

When James Maclaughlin first took the
NEBOSH General and Construction
Certificate he failed because the volume
of learning was overwhelming. But
fortunately having taken his course with
RISK, he was eligible for their NEBOSH
Guaranteed Pass Scheme – which meant
his next General and Construction
Certificate training course was free.

James’s experience and detailed Google
Review is well worth a read
It’s refreshing for us here at RISK to get such
open and honest feedback – because it does
two things; first it allows us to share his
learnings with people booked on the course
so they don’t make the common mistake of
underestimating the study involved; secondly
it helps us review things we may have got
wrong and address them – like the cost of
our NGN telephone numbers when called
from a mobile.

James re-sat the NEBOSH Construction
Certificate and passed
Once you understand the volume of material
you need to digest, you will quickly
appreciate the way RISK operate is to teach
you the most common areas – which you
commit to memory. These are the areas you
will be examined on. The 80% balance of the
‘resources and reference materials’ your
RISK tutors teach you are the techniques
they use to quickly reference the points of
law you’ll need. If that wasn’t enough, RISK
provided a helpline for all their students so
they can have that expert knowledge at the
end of a phone whenever they need a
second opinion.

Why Stuart Wilson
had no hesitation
in recommending
RISK for SMSTS

Why a failed NEBOSH
exam resulted in a 5
star rating!

Board 
Members 

and Business
Owners

FREE GUIDE to leading health and safety at work:
www.riskhealthandsafety.com/healthandsafety

F R E E  D O W N L O A D

The most common question our course tutors get
asked on the first day is “Is the NEBOSH General
Certificate hard to pass?” Our answers are variations
on “It depends entirely on the effort you put in.”

But take comfort, RISK have consistently had
higher than national average pass rates since 2015
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Is the NEBOSH General Certificate Course hard to pass?

Pros and Cons of NEBOSH Leading health & safety at work

Stuart’s new employer, Redwood
Contractors, sent him on the SMSTS
course because primarily his role
involves looking after the Health and
Safety in their construction projects.

Redwood Contractors committed to
Health & Safety and investing in SMSTS
Redwood Contractors specialise in office
refurbishment across the West End and The
City and have extensive experience in
commercial and industrial refurbishment
outside the M25. As a responsible
construction company, they are full members
of Safe Contractor and Constructionline and
place health and safety at the heart of
everything they do, and are committed to
continuously training their staff. 

Stuart’s SMSTS experience with RISK
“The recent course was very helpful and
informative, providing an insight into the correct
workings on a construction site, any potential
risks associated with necessary works and how
to avoid or combat them at source.

Dave Pettit, who was running the course,
was extremely professional and took time to
explain everything, backed up with
examples. He was happy to help with any
questions and was always encouraging, with
a good sense of humour.

I learnt a lot from this course and would have
no hesitation in recommending RISK to others.”

Stuart Wilson, Redwood Contractors

NEBOSH Pros
#1 – Career Progression
First thing you need to know, NEBOSH is THE
Professional Qualification for Health & Safety.
So if you are interested in a career in health
and safety, NEBOSH is probably the most
respected and sought after qualifications for
employers in the health and safety sector.

#2 – Increased Financial Rewards
The NEBOSH Diploma can lead to a 16%
salary boost, according to the NEBOSH Jobs
Barometer. For example, positions requiring a
candidate to be NEBOSH qualified have an
average salary of around £49,000, whilst
similar health and safety roles that don’t specify
a diploma pay in the region of £42,000.

#3 – NEBOSH is recognised by a number of
professional membership bodies
These are:
• The Institution of Occupational Safety and

Health (IOSH)
• The International Institute of Risk and Safety

Management (IIRSM)
• The Institute of Environmental Management

and Assessment (IEMA)
Whether you want to become a Health and
Safety Adviser, a Construction Site Manager, a
Fire Risk Assessor, or anything else, NEBOSH
will help get your foot in the door. However…

NEBOSH Cons
#1 – You need to study hard
NEBOSH qualifications are no walk in the park.
Many underestimate the amount of time they
take to complete, as each qualification requires
a number of self-study hours in addition to the
time you spend in the classroom. This can
mean sacrificing time in the evening and
weekends to study for your exams.

#2 – The cost of a NEBOSH qualification
NEBOSH qualifications are at the top end of the
health and safety training courses scale. The
danger is you think all course providers operate
the same way, but they don’t so choose
carefully and make sure you get the course
materials within the course fees. Ask about their
pass rates and if they have a guaranteed pass
scheme. Saving a few pounds on the course
costs could potentially limit your chances of
passing if you choose the wrong provider.

#3 – The NEBOSH Exam
You will be required to take a number of written
exams and a practical assignment. In a world
where typing and texting has replaced
handwriting, the simple act of writing for a long
period of time can be a challenge alone. RISK
have developed a unique ‘NEBOSH Fast Track’
programme, it splits the course into x3 modules
and the two exams are sat at the end of each
module. This has provided RISK with above
average pass rates since 2015.

When Project Engineer Jon Clark-Stutton was asked to go on the SMSTS course by
his company, GBE London, his concerns for the course were soon put at ease by
course Tutor Dave Pettit.

Having delivered NEBOSH courses for a couple of decades, we thought we
would share what we feel are the pros and cons of the NEBOSH
qualification. So if you are thinking about which path to take for your career,
personal development or both – hopefully you’ll find this post useful. If you own a business or you are listed as a

board member, your Health & Safety
responsibilities involve protecting the Health &
Safety of employees or members of the public
who may be affected by your activities. This is
an essential part of risk management and
whether you are a director of a large
organisation or small business, your obligations
to Health & Safety are binding. 

Organisational strategy, decision-making
processes and supply chain management
Failure to include Health & Safety as a key
business risk in board decisions can have
catastrophic results. Many high-profile safety
cases over the years have been rooted in
failures of leadership.

Health & Safety law duties of
organisations, employers and directors
Health & Safety law places duties on
organisations and employers, directors can be
personally liable when these duties are
breached: members of the board have both
collective and individual responsibility for
Health & Safety. 

By following this guidance, you will help your
organisation find the best ways to lead and
promote Health & Safety, and therefore meet
its legal obligations. 

The starting points are the following essential
principles. These principles are intended to
underpin the actions in this guidance and so
lead to good Health & Safety performance. 

The essential principles of Health & Safety
• Strong and active leadership from the top

- visible, active commitment from the board
- establishing effective ‘downward’

communication systems and
management structures

- integration of good Health & Safety
management with business decisions

• Worker involvement
- engaging the workforce in the promotion

and achievement of safe and healthy
conditions

- effective ‘upward’ communication
- providing high-quality training

• Assessment and review
identifying and managing Health & Safety risks
accessing (and following) competent advice
monitoring, reporting and reviewing
performance

Health & Safety responsibilities of board members and business owners

“Our tutor Dave was a extremely nice guy, very
easy to talk to and was very explanatory when
it come down to the lesson. The lessons were
never rushed and were well thought out and
you were always given time to go through
things if you didn’t understand or there was a
discussion to have. 

Throughout the course, I was progressively

getting worried about the end test but I have to
say that Dave did put my mind at rest. 

All in all I would say the course is well worth
doing and the end result is a respectable
qualification that is recognised on all sites
across the UK. One that is needed if you are a
site manager/supervisor.”

Jon Clark-Sutton, Project Engineer for GBE London

You do not need any prior knowledge to
complete the NEBOSH General Certificate
To put this into context, our course advisers all
have to take the NEBOSH General Certificate. I
even got Isla, my 16 year old daughter, to take
the NEBOSH General Certificate. This
demonstrates you do not need a background
within Health & Safety (although having it will
help). You just need to do the work, listen to
your course tutor and complete the homework.
Do that and you’ll pass – because NEBOSH
isn’t a qualification you can ‘wing on the day.’ 

There are no pre-requisites for the
NEBOSH General Certificate
The qualification offers an excellent
understanding of foundation health and safety
concepts, so it’s ideal for people with
responsibilities in health and safety. However,
70% of people taking the NEBOSH Certificates
are working in a broad range of job roles where
health and safety is not their main
responsibility. It provides a basis for health and
safety and is an ideal starting point to build on
in your career.

What Jon Clark-Sutton thinks of SMSTS

When James Maclaughlin first took the
NEBOSH General and Construction
Certificate he failed because the volume
of learning was overwhelming. But
fortunately having taken his course with
RISK, he was eligible for their NEBOSH
Guaranteed Pass Scheme – which meant
his next General and Construction
Certificate training course was free.

James’s experience and detailed Google
Review is well worth a read
It’s refreshing for us here at RISK to get such
open and honest feedback – because it does
two things; first it allows us to share his
learnings with people booked on the course
so they don’t make the common mistake of
underestimating the study involved; secondly
it helps us review things we may have got
wrong and address them – like the cost of
our NGN telephone numbers when called
from a mobile.

James re-sat the NEBOSH Construction
Certificate and passed
Once you understand the volume of material
you need to digest, you will quickly
appreciate the way RISK operate is to teach
you the most common areas – which you
commit to memory. These are the areas you
will be examined on. The 80% balance of the
‘resources and reference materials’ your
RISK tutors teach you are the techniques
they use to quickly reference the points of
law you’ll need. If that wasn’t enough, RISK
provided a helpline for all their students so
they can have that expert knowledge at the
end of a phone whenever they need a
second opinion.

Why Stuart Wilson
had no hesitation
in recommending
RISK for SMSTS

Why a failed NEBOSH
exam resulted in a 5
star rating!

Board 
Members 

and Business
Owners

FREE GUIDE to leading health and safety at work:
www.riskhealthandsafety.com/healthandsafety

F R E E  D O W N L O A D

The most common question our course tutors get
asked on the first day is “Is the NEBOSH General
Certificate hard to pass?” Our answers are variations
on “It depends entirely on the effort you put in.”

But take comfort, RISK have consistently had
higher than national average pass rates since 2015
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Richard Parker – What
prepared me for Civvy
Street?

How do you demonstrate the board’s
commitment to health and safety?

Many organisations struggle to translate health and safety
into tangible actions and values by failing to ask the correct
questions from their management team or not reviewing
safety objectives and outcomes. 

One way this is identified is by not challenging dialogue
about the development of safety therefore, not creating
safety excellence throughout the organisation.

The boardroom sets the safety tone for any commercial setting
Health and safety at work applies to organisations of all sizes. It is the
job of senior managers to ensure health and safety remains at the top
of the agenda, rolling out systems that are effectively implemented and
robustly maintained. It’s about being able to demonstrate leadership of
health and safety governance and to ensure organisations maximise
their performance and lead beyond mere compliance. 

4 Steps to processing safety in the boardroom
Health and safety risk management is increasingly being seen as a
boardroom governance function. Guidance from the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and the Institute of Directors states that “the board
should integrate health and safety into the main governance structures”.

1 A good process safety culture requires a positive, trusting and open
environment.

2 There is no such thing as a perfect health and safety procedure, so
you should regularly and thoroughly evaluate your safety culture
and performance.

3 Communication is the basis of good business. If a process safety
policy is important, let people know why.

4 Making profit is important, but safety is crucial. After all, a process
will be further delayed by an avoidable accident.

The HSE publishes annual statistics on health and safety in Great Britain. The
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is Britain’s national regulator for workplace
health and safety. The HSE aim to prevent work-related death, injury and ill health
through regulatory actions that range from influencing behaviours across whole
industry sectors through to targeted interventions on individual businesses.

Key figures for Great Britain (2017/18)
• 1.4 million working people suffering from a work-related illness
• 2,595 mesothelioma deaths due to past asbestos exposures (2016)
• 144 workers killed at work
• 555,000 injuries occurred at work according to the Labour Force Survey
• 71,062 injuries to employees reported under RIDDOR
• 30.7 million working days lost due to work-related illness and workplace injury
• £15 billion estimated cost of injuries and ill health from current working

conditions (2016/17)

Health and safety protections, and your duties to protect the health and safety of
people, will not change with Brexit. Whatever deal the UK leaves the EU with, or in the
event of no-deal, HSE’s approach to regulation is to preserve the UK’s high standards
in health and safety and to continue to protect people and the environment.

Health and safety statistics for 2018

If twenty-two and a half years
in the forces taught me
anything, it was about the
importance of preparation.
Now as a trainer for RISK, I try
and explain that preparation is
the difference between success
and failure in exams.
Richard Parker – Warrant Officer Class
Two (QMSI), Corps of Royal Engineers
I served twenty two and a half years in the
Corps of Royal Engineers, finishing my
distinguished career as a Warrant Officer
Class Two (QMSI). I finally left the army in
1997 following my final tour as a Permanent
Staff Instructor (PSI) with a Territorial Army
Royal Engineers Field Squadron (V).

The forces taught me to be prepared, so
I prepared for Civvy Street
I think the thing which helped me most when
coming to terms with leaving the forces was
that I knew exactly when my contract with the
military would come to an end. Understanding
I would be leaving meant I had to think about
what I wanted to do after the army. I used this
to my advantage and prepared myself as
much as I possibly could. I enrolled at a
civilian college and gaining a management
and a teaching qualification which I knew
would be recognised in ‘Civvy Street’. 

144 workers
killed at work

30.7
MILLION

NEBOSH is one of the most respected and
sought after qualifications for employers in
the health and safety sector. This doesn’t
mean to say the job prospects are limited to
Health and Safety. 70% of people taking the
NEBOSH Certificates are working in a broad
range of job roles where health and safety is
not their main responsibility. 

Here are a few of the most common jobs
where NEBOSH is required.
NEBOSH provides a basis for health and safety
and is an ideal starting point to build on in your
career. There are a number of opportunities
available to you after you’re NEBOSH qualified.

• Health and Safety Adviser/Officer
• Fire Safety Officer
• Risk Assessor
• Quality and Safety Engineer
• Warehouse Manager
• Site Supervisor
• Construction Site Manager

Job opportunities for NEBOSH Certificate
holders pay better. 
Research on 100 job adverts carried out in 2017
demonstrated that “90% of the job advertisements
for safety, health and environmental (SHE) roles
reviewed, specified one or more NEBOSH
qualifications; up from 83% last year (2016).” 

What jobs can I do after
getting a NEBOSH qualification?

30.7M working days
lost due to work

related injury

1.4m working people
suffering from work

related illness

71,062 injuries to
employees reported

under Riddor
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